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U. S. Forest Service loses landmark decision

The case against the U. S. Forest Service was brought by hiker and Running Springs resident John Karevoll
who three other California hikers challenged the agencies administration of the Adventure Pass program.

S. E. Williams

Staff Writer

In late June, the federal court issued a final decision that may force the U. S. Forest Service to forego millions of
dollars in potential and much needed revenue.

In what is being heralded as a landmark decision, U. S. District Court Judge Terry Hatter ordered the Forest
Service to stop charging visitors Adventure Pass fees when they are not using the forest’s developed facilities and
services.
 
 
 

The judge’s decision made it crystal clear—charging pass fees for merely enjoying the forest without utilizing any
of the developed facilities is a violation of the Federal Lands Recreation Enhancement Act (FLREA).

Hatter’s  June  decision reaffirmed  a  preliminary ruling made  in late  April  regarding the  Forest  Service’s
administration of the Adventure Pass program. Hatter determined individuals have a right to go to a place (in the
national forest) that offers facilities and services without using those facilities and services and most importantly,
without having to pay a fee.

In conjunction with his final ruling Hatter denied a cross-motion by the U. S. Forest Service. Hatter’s ruling is
significant because it not only affects the San Bernardino national  forest but the Angeles, Cleveland and Los
Padres national forests as well.

The case against the U. S. Forest Service was brought by hiker and Running Springs resident John Karevoll who
joined the suit along with three other California hikers. In his final  ruling the judge also required the Forest
Service to refund entrance fees previously paid by these four plaintiffs.

Although the ruling has far reaching implications it is important for readers to understand that fees can still be
charged and collect for the use of picnic area amenities, restroom facilities, kiosks and other forest amenities.
However, the judge’s ruling made it abundantly clear that fees cannot be charged for just pulling over and parking
or for enjoying a spare of the moment picnic by the side of the road.

The Adventure Pass use-fees were initially implemented in 1997. In 2004, Congress wrote and passed the FLREA
initiative to strengthen rules governing the program. Under those rules visitors to the forest were required to buy a
$5 day pass or pay $30 for an annual pass but only if they planned to use any of the amenities, like restrooms,
picnic benches, etc.

In spite of the FLREA’s intent the U.S. Forest Service took liberty in how it administered the pass program. Over
the years, visitors who merely parked in parking lots in forest areas were often left notices that required them to
mail in a $5 day pass fee for merely being in the lot or parking area. Others were even fined up to $125 when they
were caught using any of the developed amenities like picnic tables, restroom facilities, etc.

Many critics  including Karevoll  and  his  co-plaintiffs  believed  the  agency had administered  the  program in
violation of the intent of FLREA.

Judge Hatter’s ruling was not the first of its kind. Federal judges across the country have ruled on the same issue
in a similar manner. Basically, all have concurred that the FLREA prohibited the Forest Service from charging
fees for general use such and driving through or merely parking in recreation areas.

Arizona hikers won a similar lawsuit in 2012. Subsequent to that ruling the Ninth Circuit Court stated that the
Arizona judgment was applicable to the Adventure Pass used in California’s forests. At that time, in a failed
attempt to reduce the impact of the Ninth Circuit’s ruling; and, at the same time blunt the potential  loss of its
lucrative revenue stream, the U. S. Forest Service in California reduced areas where the fees were applied and
collected. However, it is now apparent that those efforts were too little, too late.

The success of the Arizona case served as impetus for Karevoll and his fellow hikers to file their lawsuit.
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